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ABSTRACT 
Fake new sisthe fabricated news. It is artificially created, generally, for the purpose building rumours or is information or to 
gain financially or politically headlines. Fake news is the information that cannot beverified. Now days it is in creasingrapidly. 
Fakenews was reported all over the world. Some methods are available to find out the fake news and also to verify them. 
Artificial Intelligence provides methods to deal with such conditions. Various techniques area vailable for predicttheun 
certainty, verify the accuracy and to take a correct decision when multiple number of parameters are available. This research 
work is carried out for explaining about the fake news, finding of fake news on websites using artificial intelligence techniques, 
role of artificial intelligence in finding fake news and tools to find online fakenews. 

Keywords: Fake news, Artificial intelligence, News, Hoaxy, Snopes, Meedan, Google trends, Spike, Cowdtangle, Le 
Decodex, Pheme. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION: 

Fake news is the news, rumours, misinformation spread through social media, online websites or newspapers or news 
channels. Fake news is created to mislead the person or to spread rumours, or to get money and also having so many 
reasons [1]. Intentionally misleading and deceptive fake news is different from obvious satire or parody which is 
intended to hummer rather than misleads its audience. The main purpose of this fake news is to mislead in order to 
damage an agency, entity, person, and gain financially, or politically, or patently false headlines that grab attention 
[21]. Social media is the main source to spread the fake news however several fake news websites also exist. Due to 
rapid increment in fake news a commoner can easily get confused between fact and fabricated news, it become 
difficult to identify what is true and what is not. 

Fakenews was report edalloverthe world, some major issues which too kthehighlight [7] are discussed here. In 2009 
a news was widely cited on the websites all over the Australia, saying that Sydney was the most lack of judgment city 
[7]. Brazil faced increasing influence from fake news after the 2014 re-election of president Dilma Rousseff and 
rousseff’s subsequent impeachmentinaugust2016. There were five most shared articles on Facebook in brazil in that 
three were fake [7]. Online fake news was brought the attention of Canadian politicians in November 2016, as they 
argue helping assist local newspaper [7]. In China, fake news was spread in the year 2016 because of US elections. 
United States took the popular articles and they changed those articles in Chinese language and spread in china.The 
government of china used the problem of fake news as a set of reasons for increasing internetcensor ship in china. 
According to a survey people in China use social media to spread fake news [7]. German chancellor‘AngelaMerkel’in 
her speech of Germanparliament call edattent ion to the needof government todeal within ternettrolls, botsand fake 
news websites[7].In July2017,News18 in India published a photograph of aflag said to bethe Pakistan if lag being raised 
over one city. The story caused wide spread indignation in India buttheflaginth ephotograph was evaluated to be a 
green Islamic flag not a Pakistani flag [7]. In 2016, US president elections fake news become a global subject.  
Wikipedia identified some websites that spreads the fake news. It published a list of such websites with description. 
Table-1 is based on that list. [7] 
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Name Description 

70 news This is created by WordPress that published fake news about the election results 
of America in 2016. 

ABC news.com.co It is owned by Paul Horner, it is owned by ABC television group. 

The Boston Tribune This website started in February 2016. This website became popular with its 
readers. 

Cnn-trending.com Mirror of CNN.com but with the fake news. 

Empire news This website shares the fake news in social media based up on all the situations 
and have many readers. 

Gossip Mill Mzansi The fake news website which is using WordPress and mostly concentrated on 
south African affairs. 

KMT 11 news The fake news website which is targeted on celebrities and also on film 
industry. 

NBC news.com.co Mirror of NBC news owned by Paul Horner. 

YourNewsWire.com Fake news website launched in 2014, Spreads fake news and fake stories. 

Bbctimes.com It is a Philippines fake news website and mirror of BBC news 

Table-1: Details of websites spreading fake news. 

METHODS TO IDENTIFY ONLINE FAKE NEWS: 

Some commonly used methods are discussed here. 

Scorewebpages:Google play samajorroleo factivity in spreading of technology as well as fakenews.So,Google takes the 
scoreofeach webpage,and also checkthefacts in the website. 

 
1. Weigh facts: Different media sources presenting multiple news in which natural language processing engine 

can go through the subject of each story and headline, and it can detect whether the news is fake ornot. 

2. Predict reputation: A web site reputation can be prevented by finding it’s, beginning of news sender IP address 
and al somultiple features like domain name and catching of IP address, Alexa webrank. 

3. Discover sensational words: The capturing of fake news is mainly identified by its head lines it is one of major 
ways to attract audience. So,them major word susinginhead lines can deflect to audience that to main role in 
fakenews.  
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2. IDENTIFYING FAKE NEWS: 

SPOTTING FAKE NEWS IS NOT EASY TASK. HOWEVER, BY FOLLOWING SOME POLICIES ONE CAN IDENTIFY ONLINE FAKE 
NEWS. FEW RULES ARE DISCUSSED AT HERE. 

Here are some ways which help us to spot the fake news[9]. 

1. Consider the source: Check for the following conditions:- 
a. Whether the website is being ensured by famous publisher, or else the users are 

frequentlyrelevant. 
b. Whether that media outlet known for its reliability ornot? 
c. Check whether the URL lookfake? 
d. Check whether there is an “About” page or not? That describes about the source of website. 

2. Read beyond: One should aware of content of story and if the story or news is published before the news these 
kind of stories or news should be analyzed. Don’t read only the headline; ones could got through the entire 
article to verify the relation of head line with the context. 

3.  Check the author: Considering the author is basic priority in regulating the news. If the author has any 
further scope to make valuable of hispublications. 

4. Supporting sources: One have to aware of referred books and websites and international standard links 
related to the news, depending on the mentioned list, fake or real can be detected. We have to check that 
the story was referred byexperts. 

5. Check the date: If then ewsisbehind the date of original news publishing the authentication of news is really 
fake. We have to check when the article was published. Sometimes, out dated articles or information or data 
is shared to confuse. 

6. Ask the experts: In many situations we give our best priority to experienced persons those are seniors 
conveying theirpath. 

 

3. TOOLS FOR EVALUATE THE FAKE NEWS FROM REAL NEWS: 
The process and ability to be able to evaluate the fake news from real news some tools are available online. Eight tools 
are discussing here. 

 
1. Spike - It is a tool used to identify and predict fake news as well as viral stories spike tracks the information and 
keeps you informed with real time emails and slack alerts 

Spike gives a complete view about what’ spopulara cross the globe. It has amainroleto fight against fakenews. 

 

1) Hoaxy-It is developed by Filippo Menczer. Aprofessor of informatics and computer science of Indiana University. 
Pro hoaxy tool helps the users to identify the fake websites. hoaxy visualizes how claims in the news and facts check 
those claims and spread online through social networks. In response to increasing of fake news, several major web 
services are making changes to critical the spread of false information on their platforms, if we want to stop the 
growing influence of fake news in our society, first we need to understand the mechanism. Hoaxy beta is an online 
website where we can check the given news is real or fake using keywords, phrases, article titleetc. 
 

2) Snopes- Snopes is created by Barbara and David P. Mikkelson and launched in 1995.Snope contains What's 
new, Hot fifty, Fact check, news,videos. 
What’s New: - what’s new contains all the latest news, rumors, myths etc. 

Hot fifty: - It consists of the top fifty questionable news currently making the trends. Fact Checking plays a key role 
in snopes. 
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3) Crowdtangle-Crowdtangle is mostly used for local news and it is the easy wayto find out what’s happening in 
social media. Crowdtangle is having partner like Facebook, BBC, Univision, Buzz Feed, bleacher reportetc. 
 

4) Meedan-Check is a tool from meed an which verifies the online news eitheritis fake or real. Meedan builds digital 
tools for global journalism and translations. Meedan is mainly focused on open source investigation of social media. 
A set of key questions is given for each investigation to get the given new is real orfake. 
 

5) Google Trends: -Google Trends is a public web facility of Google which is based on Google Search. It was 
launched in 11thMay 2006.In Google Trends we can explore the topic or news trending in particular year. It shows a 
chart which isrelevant to search interest and new articles and it also shows related topics about what we have 
searched. 
 

6) LEDECODEX- 
LeDECODEX is a French website and it a lsohelpsyou to find out faken ewsand helps you to check the information on 
internet and also is used to find out the rumors. It will haves ones specific opicin that you can find out the select 
edtopic. It a lsohelps to find out some specific keywords. 

 

7) Pheme-Pheme isused to find the given claims or question smade online either realor fake. Pheme is mainly 
focused on Fourth Estate. Pheme was the goddess of famein 

 
Greek mythology. It is having a website which checks for the fake news and also rumors. 

 

Here is an algorithm which helps us to find fake news. NAVIE 
BAYES 

4. INTRODUCTION: 
NAIVE BAYES CLASSIFIER IS ONE OF THE MOST APT ALGORITHM WHEN COME TO PERFORM A CLASSIFICATION TASK.IT PLAYS 
AVERY IMPORTANT ROLE LIKES OR TING OUT THE DATA WITH BILLIONS AND SOMANY NUMBER OF RECORDS WITH SOME 
CREDITS. 

Naive Bayes is extremely fast when compared with other classification techniques. Naive Bayes which is one of 
the classifier that uses the Byes theorem. 

So, to get a complete idea about Naïve Bayes classifier, first we need to get a clear idea about Bayes theorem. 

BAYES THEOREM: BAYES THEOREM IS NAMED AFTER REVEREND THOMAS BAYES. IT WORKS ON CONDITIONAL 
PROBABILITY. CONDITIONAL PROSPECTISNO THIN GBUTITISUSED TO ESTIMATE OR CALCULATE THE UP COMING EVENTS 
BASED ON THE PREVIOUSLY OCCURRED SITUATIONS. WE CAN CALCULATE THE PROSPECT OF AN EVENT USING ITS PRIOR 
KNOWLEDGE. THIS THEORY IS ALSO CALLED AS CLASS CONDITION ALL INDEPENDENCE. 

Formula for conditional Probability: 
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P(H | E) 

 

Where: 

 

 

1. P (H) is the prospect of Hypothesis H which is being true. This kind of prospectis known to be 
priorprospect. 

2. P (E) is the prospect of the evidence (regardless of thehypothesis). 
3. P (H | E) is the prospect of the evidence given that hypothesis istrue. 
4. P (H | E) is the prospect of the hypothesis given that the evidence isthere. 

 

The above is all about Bayes Theorem. We come to know why this theorem is used when we see the theorem of 
Naïve Bayes Classifier. 

Naive Bayes: Naive Bayes is a one of classifier that uses Bayes theorem [5]. It calculates the prospective of the 
membership of each class such as the prospect that sorts out weather the given data in the records belongs to a 
specific class or not. Ultimately the class with the highest prospect is considered to be the most predictable class of 
all. This is known to be Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) 

      The MAP for a hypothesis is: 

= max (P (H|E)) 

=max ((P (E|H)*P (H))/P (E)) 

=max (P (E|H)*P (H)) 

Where, P(E) is the authentication prospect, and it is used in order to normalize the result. As it remains 
same, it doesn’t make a big difference with its existence. 

Naive Bayes classifier will assume that all the characteristics that are present are not related to each other. 
Existence or absenteeism of a feature has no effect on any other features. 

Mostly in real datasets, we test the proposition that gives the multiple verifications which makes the estimations so 
complex. In order to convert such complex task to simple task we go with the feature independence approach which 
‘uncouple’ the multiple verifications and uses each as an individual one. 

EXAMPLE: 

P (H |Multiple Evidence) = P(E1 |H)*P(E2|H)*P(E3|H)…*P (En|H)*P(H)/P(Multiple Evidences) 

There are three types of Naive Bayes model which are build in different platforms, those are: 

 Gaussian Navie Bayes 
 Multinomial NavieBayes 
 Bernoulli NavieBayes 
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Gaussian Naive Bayes: It describes about the features which follows normal distribution. 
 

 
 
 
 
Multinomial Naive Bayes: It is used for Discrete counts. It is a standard algorithm which classifies the text and 
indicates whether the word will occur or not. 

 

Bernoulli Naive Bayes:Navie Bayes Bernoullimo delisused for binary system which consists of 0's and 1's. It is also 
used for classification of text which is having somany words in it. It uses 0's to indicates occurrence and 1’s for non-
occurrence of the given words in the document. 

 

Pros: 

 Naive Bayes algorithm classifier in the fastest algorithm which classifies the giventext. 
 It is highlyscalable. 
 It is an algorithm which depends on doing a so many number ofcounts. 
 It’s renowned for spam emailclassification. 
 It is suitable for textclassification. 

 

Cons: 

 Naïve Baye sisthe algorithm which make sindependent predicators. It dividesa complete           
problem into a set of independ enttasks. 

 It is having a category which was not observed in training data set, then the given model will be 
assigned 0 probability, which cannot make a prediction. Such case is known as“Zero Frequency” Smoothing 
technique of Navie Bayes model is used to solve such kind of problems. Laplace estimation is one of the 
smoothing technique which canpredict. 

 Naive Bayes is also known to be as value of parameter, so the outputs from predict _prospect 
are not to be takenseriously. 

 

Artificial Intelligence is used to find fake news: 

Artificial Intelligence(AI) is also a Machine Intelligence(MI) which is displayed by machines, in combination with the 
Natural Intelligence displayed by humans [21]. AI is the study of intelligent agents. AI makes a computer think 
intelligently, like a intelligent human think. 

Artificial intelligence is experienced by studying how human brain thinks, and how they analyse the problems, and how 
they work and take decisions, how they solve problems and on studying all these they get a certain solution, and basing 
on that solution they develop intelligent software and systems. The main aim of AI is to create a similar intelligence in 
software and systems which is high in humans [21]. AI wants to create Expert systems, which show intelligent 
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behaviour, learn, and give advice to its user’s. AI wants to implement Human intelligence in systems or machine’s, AI 
major purpose is in the development of machine functions relate with human intelligence, such as learning, analysing, 
reasoning, ability of problem solving. Artificial intelligence works on one or more areas to build an intelligent system. 
AI plays a major role in different kinds of fields likes computer science, psychology, maths, philosophy, biology etc. 

The main intension of Fake News is to traverse Artificial intelligent practical applications, especially machine learning 
taking advantage to fight the problem of spreading fakenews [22]. AI is having different kinds of techniques which are 
used to find fakenews. 

AI technologies guarantees that they have automating parts, which helps in fact checking to find the given news is 
whether real or fake. It is a difficult task for experts to find real or fake for a new story or news. By using AI we can 
solve this problem. The problem is divided into steps. The first step, to identify whether a news is real or fake and also 
to understand what the other organizations saying about that news and their review about that news. We trust in 
computerized the processis known as Stance Detection [23], could work as useful basicunits in an artificial intelligence 
assisted fact checking process. The first step mainly says about stanced etection. Stanced etection in volvesin finding 
whether then ewsisrelated to anissueor a claim [23]. Stance detection extends the work of Ferreira & Vlachos for the 
first step in finding fake news. We have opted for the task of evaluating the stance of a body, text from a news article 
which is belongs to a headline. Sometimes, there will be no relation to the story and the given headline. It undergoes 
the followingprocess: 

 

Input: The input is taken as headline or a text from the news article or from two different articles. 

Output: The sentence which is given about the fake news is classified and can be divided into four categories. 

1. Agrees: The text agrees with theheadline. 
2. Disagrees: The text disagrees with theheadline. 
3. Discusses:Thetextdiscussthesametopicastheheadline,butdoesnottakeaposition. 
4. Unrelated: The text discusses a different topic than theheadline. 

 

Data will undergo some process: 

1. Training Set: The set which consists of headlines, body text andlabels. 
Two or more of headline and body text with the suitable class label for each. 

2. Testing Set: The set which consists of headlines and body text taken for evaluation. Pairs of headlines 
and body text without class labels used to evaluatesystems. 

3. Details: There will be some details about the given fakenews. 
Data: Facts and statistics which are collected together for analysis about fake news. Source: The data 
which is taken from the Emergent Dataset which is created by Craig Silverman. 

 

5. SCORING PROCESS SCHEMATIC: 
 

 

Inputs 
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Related? 
No 

Yes 

25% of score rate 

Relationship? 

75% of score rate 

Body Headline 

Disagree Agree 

Unrelated 

Discusses 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Specifically,if a Headline and Body text in the tests ethas been taken a sthetarget mark which is not related, then the 
team assessment score will be increased by 0.25 if it labels the pair as unrelated. 

If the head line and body text testpairis equal, then the teams core will bein cremented by 0.25. It mark the pair in the 
three classes: agrees, disagrees, ordiscusses. 

The team’s assessment score will be increased by adding 0.75 for each related pair if gets the connection right by 
marking the pair with the solitary accurate class: agrees, disagrees, or discusses. 
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6. Conclusion: 

Artificial intelligence plays a important role in finding fakenews, weare having some kinds of tools which find fake 
news, AI wants to implement Human intelligence in systems or machine’s, AI major purpose is in the development of 
machine functions relate with human intelligence, such as learning, analysing, reasoning, ability of problem solving. 
Artificial intelligence works on one or more areas to build anintelligent system. AI plays a major role in different kinds 
of fields likes computer science, psychology, maths, philosophy, biologyetc. 

AI technologies guarantees that they have automating parts, which helps in fact checking to find the given news is 
whether real or fake. It is a difficult task for experts to find real or fake for a new story or news. 
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